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About This Game

You are facing a nine-headed hydra. Your flaming longsword cuts five heads in each swipe (no more, no less), which will kill a
five-headed hydra, but a larger one will regrow two heads after each swipe. Your storm scythe cuts exactly seven heads, but it
makes ten heads grow back if the hydra is not dead. Is it possible to kill the hydra? What if you also had a silver dagger, which

cuts just one head, but makes five heads grow back?

Solution: It is impossible without the silver dagger (the number of heads always stays divisible by 3), but possible with the silver
dagger, for example: 9 -> longsword -> 6 -> longsword -> 3 -> dagger -> 7 -> scythe -> 0.

If you liked this puzzle, and you also like dungeon crawling, Hydra Slayer is for you!

Hydra Slayer is a roguelike (randomly generated dungeon crawler), with unique combat mechanics based on the puzzle above.
It is challenging both at a short term tactical level (each hydra is a unique challenge, bumping into it with your weapon almost
never works), and at a long term strategy level (you have to build a set of weapons which slays hydras effectively). While the
early levels could be used to teach arithmetics and tactical planning in a fun way, building an effective set of weapons for late

levels is a challenge even for expert number theorists!

Hydra Slayer currently features a tutorial, 5 player character races with distinct characteristics, 28 enemy types (10 common
hydras, each in two varieties, and 8 special enemies), 28 types of equipment including rare artifact weapons with special

properties (not counting material and size variations), 15 weapon materials, 18 types of magical items which help you in your
quests, three game geometries to choose from, 8 level topologies on very deep levels (including the Möbius strip and Klein

bottle), 11 level generators, and two endings (a small victory for quick challenges and more casual players, and a big victory for
those who want more challenge).

Hydra Slayer is available for free from its website. By buying the Steam version, you get typical Steam features, and more
frequent updates -- currently, the Steam version has the following bonus features:
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 online achievements and leaderboards

 Steam trading cards

 cloud-based saves

 daily challenge

 automatic updates

 a "challenge" mode for short but very interesting games (much more unpredictable than the normal play)

 updated interface and performance (watch those heads fly!)

 new music

 traps to lead hydras on

 Orbs which provide a powder/potion effect many times at the cost of a weapon slot

 source code (except the Steam features)
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Title: Hydra Slayer
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Zeno Rogue
Publisher:
Zeno Rogue
Release Date: 24 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 0.5 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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This game is raw statigie, there is no story, and ther are only seven diffent ships. Despite its simple elements it is a good statigie
game, that requires you to have good forsight.. This is retro rpg style with good skills and jobs on the table. Pick your poison
you might like it too much.. Fun game, in depth!.
В целом? Игра офигительна, но играть против компа слишком скучно, а онлайн давным-давно умер в корчах. Такие
дела.. Star Sky is an atmospheric puzzle, walking simulator. It is very pretty in it's chosen style. I felt calm as I walked through
the night thanks to the soothing music. The moon with its almost constant presence is beautifully done. My children also loved
this game. Just be aware it is quite short.
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I tried to like it because I'm a big fan of Roguelike games,but after 2 and a half hours I had to quit. The game looks
mediocre,but the visuals are not the biggest problem since the gameplay is even worse; it feels like it's not working the way it
should.. Don't buy this, it ♥♥♥♥ed up my sound big time, I uninstalled a bunch of drivers that i needed, so my pc couldn't
function properly. Luckily I'm smart and did an auto reinstall. DO NOT BUY THIS!. What is worth 19 cents? Yes-ish; more
like 15 cents, but I'm not going to quibble. Is it worth the full price of $9.99? Definitely not. That's laughable.

I wish you could offer a recommendation with a stipulation, but this is as good as it's going to get: I recommend this game, but
only if you can pick it up for less than a buck. Even then, don't be upset if you hate it. Wait... I'm doing the wrong thing here.
This game is crap. The fact that it's worth at least 15 cents doesn't somehow make it good. Never mind, I'm not recommending
this.

Note to developers: Label the exit "square" you sillies. How the hell is anyone supposed to know how to leave?. Puzzle Galaxies
is a fun little puzzle game. If you like puzzle games buy it!. This is the hardest shooter in the entire pack. Your lives each level
are split into a number of dolls that you have to buy after each level. The number of items collected in the last level determines
the amount of lives you can buy for the next.
My fingers shall bleed trying to master this. Horrible. Dont buy it..... No servers.... Looks very slapped together\/cheap. Cant
even access an options menu once in a game.
Sounds are poor, horizontal mouse movement feels unatural, running 2560x1080 on epic doesnt look special at all.
Just paid $22 AUD for a test game. Getting a refund. Save yourself the hassle
Maybe in 6 months this would have potential but I feel like since Pubg everyones trying to make a quick buck on the idea....
Good try, but you missed the mark by miles. GG
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